Paul Chapman’s Epic Scottish Road Trip
For my second lido road trip this year we set off to Scotland, with the intention of visiting the only
three lidos in the country. These were my main priorities for the trip but we decided to take in a few
sites while we were up there too.
We left Peterborough at 2.00am on Tuesday morning and headed off to the Fabulous Stonehaven
open air pool not far from Aberdeen taking the longer route up the A1 as my dad wanted to have a
look at the Angle of the North.
We had a really good run, the only hold up's were on
the Edinburgh bypass, and we arrived in Stonehaven
by 11.00am in plenty of time for my 1.00pm prebooked slot.
I wasn't sure how to go about that so I emailed the
Friends of Stonehaven lido and a lady kindly replied
promptly, informing me that I could either book
online, over the phone or pay on the door.
Everything about the 50metre filtered seawater lido
was fantastic, it was heated to around 29°, the staff
were extremely helpful, it was around a fiver to swim
there and Parking was plentiful, free and right outside
the door.
I thoroughly enjoyed the time I spent there and
would highly recommend a visit to other swimmers.

Stonehaven Pool

Since the next two lido's were south of the River Clyde Wednesday was going to be a swim free day
and it was time for a spot of exploring, so we traveled from Stonehaven for a further three hours,
passing through the Cairngorms on a very narrow mountain pass and on through Inverness to an
excellent air B & B with views over the Cromarty firth.
I always leave early on a long drive so Wednesday was a 4.45am start and we were on Thurso beach
by 7.00am, then onto Dunnet Head and finally John O Groats, long before all the rented motorhomes
hit the narrow roads, complete with the drivers that can't reverse them.
We came back down through Wick and Inverness, along the length of Loch Ness to Ben Nevis arriving
at our second fantastic air B & B right next to the Corran ferry with spectacular views across the
loch and the mountains beyond.
My dad travelled with me and didn't want to be away for more than a couple of nights so Thursday
was a big day with another 5.00am start and very tight schedule, which was touch and go, to get to
both the lidos I wanted to visit based on their opening times and available booking slots.
My first swimming port of call was Gourock open air pool which opened on the day at 10.00am and
overlooked the banks of the River Clyde with mountain views beyond.
First we travelled down through Glencoe and Loch Lomond to reach the Erskine bridge that crosses
the Clyde near Glasgow.
The scenery through Glencoe was spectacular, photos online just don't do it justice, it has to be seen
up close and makes the snake pass through the Pennines look like Barnack Hills and Holes.

Gourock Pool

Moving forward, swimming in the 33metre, filtered seawater Gourock pool was fantastic. In a way the
slope at the deep end and the diving boards reminded me of the old lido we had at Whittlesey in the

70's. Again everything about the place was perfect, the pool temp was 29°, the staff were friendly
and helpful and there is a public car park close by. It was around a fiver to swim there and again I
highly recommend a visit to other swimmers.
The next lido at New Cumnock was always going to be a maybe. I had to be there for my 12.00 1.00pm slot and luckily I managed to arrive by about 12.15pm.
I am so glad that I did, swimming in The Tamar
Manoukian New Cumnock pool was fantastic and
being mere 25metre in length was a first for me
regarding lidos.
It was fully restored in 2017 so as you can
imagine, everything about this heated (felt around
29°) freshwater lido was immaculate and spotless.
The staff were very helpful and friendly and said
they had some swimmers visit from Peterborough
a few years ago. Parking was free and easy, right
outside the door and it cost me £4.00 to swim
there. I strongly recommend this fabulous facility
to other swimmers.

New Cumnock Pool

Paul after his last Scottish swim at New Cumnock.
We set off home at 1.00pm, had a quick stop at McDonald's in Dumfries and arrived home around
7.00pm.
So was it worth it to take a 1400 mile road trip to swim in the 3 Scottish lidos? Yes absolutely!
Next up is a much shorter trip to visit Cirencester open air pool on the edge of the Cotswolds and
Stratford Park lido in Stroud.

